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More Weddings work closely with Ladywood 
Estate to create a wedding beyond your 

imagination. Over the years we have worked 
very closely with Ladywood Estate, providing 

decor for a variety of weddings, enabling us to 
get to know the venue very well.

Set in the countryside of Rutland, Ladywood is a 
magnificent venue offering exclusive use of the 
entire estate for your celebrations. The Estate 

nestles in the centre of its own land with formal 
gardens, parkland and lakes with Ladywood 

House sitting beside 22 acres of woodland. Each 
wedding will have exclusive use of the country 

house and its extensive grounds over 3 days 
making not just the perfect day, but the perfect 

long weekend. 



Ceremony Decor
Say your vows in a beautifully decorated environment with our elegant ceremony 

decor possibilities. We have all you need to make your ceremony unforgettable 
using LED aisle walkways, lanterns, ceiling/wall drapes, ornate furniture and 

much more. Our wedding ceremony decor at Ladywood Estate enables you to 
add personality and meaning to your day, in a desirable location.



Draped Fabric  Mandap
Our draped fabric mandaps are proving to be extremely popular among clients as they 

allow them the opportunity to be completely unique, creating their own bespoke design 
tailored to their own personal style.  Mandaps ostensibly take the centre stage of the 

wedding ceremony, creating a striking, elegant setting for vows to be addressed.

5x5m Draped Fabric Mandap Package - £3295
Includes:

White Carpeted Base with 10m Aisle Runner
x4 White Draped Pillars with Tie Backs

White Draped Canopy
White Leafy Chandelier

x1 Cream & Gold Chaise Lounge
x4 Cream & Gold Arm Chairs

x4 Bronze Ganeshs’ on Pedestals 
x1 Gold Elephant Table with Ganesh



Blossom Mandap
Blossom Mandap Packages:
5m X 3m Semi Circle - £2495
7m X 3m Semi Circle  -£2795

5m X 5m Circular - £3295
5m X 7m Oval - £3795

 
All options include:

White Carpeted Base with 10m Aisle Runner
x4 White Draped Pillars with Tie Backs

Blossom Ring with Fairy Lights
White Leafy Chandelier

x1 Cream & Gold Chaise Lounge
x4 Cream & Gold Arm Chairs

x4 Bronze Ganeshs’ on Pedestals 
x1 Gold Elephant Table with Ganesh



Traditional
 Mandaps

Our traditional Mandaps are stunning 
examples of exclusive wooden art work 

with traditional and intricate carvings. The 
beautiful embroidered ceiling cloth adds a 
further royal finish to this exquisite setting 

and aura.

All of our traditional Mandaps come with the 
below accessories complimenting the design 

of your choosing:

White Pleated Backdrop including up to 6 
Drape Colours or any 3 Layer Styled Backdrop

Backdrop Lighting
White Carpet Base

4 or 6 Pillar Wooden Pillars and Connectors 
including Crowns

X1 Embroidered Ceiling Cloth
X4 Gold Metal Choris

X2 Wooden Bride & Groom Chairs
X2 Wooden Side Chairs

X2 Wooden Kanyadaan Chairs
X2 Wooden Patlas
X2 Wooden Bajots

X1 Wooden Havankund
X8 Wooden Pedestals

X8 Wooden Ganeshs’ with Sash and Silk 
Flowers 

X1 Wooden aisle gate 
X1 Wooden frame to compliment Mandap

Optional Mundap Stage at 1ft High: 
For a x4 Pillar Mundap - £495
For a x6 Pillar Mundap - £795

***
Exclusively for Ladywood Weddings - we will 
add a matching Ganesh swing foyer feature 
complimentary into the traditional mandap 

package 

***



The Sia The Ishani 
The Sia Mandap is available in both 4 and 6 pillar options (prices are detailed 
below). This beautiful Mandap has intricately carved cream pillars providing a 

touch of light elegance. 
The Sia Mandap comes with complimentary accessories that co-ordinate with 

the chosen style of the Sia Mandap, as detailed on the previous page.

x4 Pillar - £2995
x6 Pillar - £3095

The Ishani Mandap is available in both 4 and 6 pillar options (prices are detailed 
below). This contemporary yet classic Mandap features alluring floral accents, 

which can be changed to tailor to your wedding theme.  
The Ishani Mandap comes with complimentary accessories that co-ordinate 

with the chosen style of the Ishani Mandap, as detailed on the previous page.

x4 Pillar - £3195
x6 Pillar - £3595



Ceiling drapes and decor can add that extra touch of 
glamour and elegance to any venue. But that’s not all; 

a good draping design will positively transform the 
atmosphere of the venue and enhance the theme you 

are trying to achieve. We are able to provide a wide 
range of decor options to suit all tastes, styles and 

budgets to dress the Pavilion at Ladywood Estate. Our 
specialist in house team can create custom drapery 
to match your own individual personality and style, 

incorporating an interesting variety of designs, colours 
and fabric types.

On the following pages we have detailed some of our 
most popular ceiling drape options to suit all budget 

and taste requirements.

Ceiling Designs



Linear Horizontal Ceiling Swags
Drape is attached to the ceiling in a linear fashion, 
creating neat rows running along either the width or 
the length of your venue. To achieve the correct effect, 
voile is usually used due to its lightweight visually 
impacting properties. To define and highlight the drape 
lines, fairy light strings can be run along the edges of 
the drape or in between the voile.

Pricing options for a linear horizontal style voile ceiling 
swags within the Pavilion at Ladywood Estates.
4 Ceiling Swags of 3m Wide Voile - £895
4 Ceiling Swags of 3m Wide Voile with Fairy Light Edging - £1145



Radial horizontal style voile swags 
These ceiling swags are installed from a central point and 
draped out to the outside of the room. To achieve the correct 
effect, voile is usually used due to its lightweight visually 
impacting properties. To define and highlight the drape lines, 
fairy light or festoon strings can be run along the edges of the 
drape or in between the voile.

Pricing options for a horizontal style voile ceiling swags within 
the Pavilion at Ladywood Estates.

6 Ceiling Swags 3m Wide White Voile - £895
10 Ceiling Swags 3m Wide White Voile - £1345



Usually installed from a central point and 
draped out to the outside of the room, 
the fabric used for vertical ceiling swags is 
normally gathered at the central point and 
left to drop to it’s full width vertically and tail 
to the outside of the room. Depending on 
the ceiling height and on the effect looking 
to be achieved, widths of fabric are achieved 
using a full 3m fabric width, swagged in half. 

Pricing options for vertical ceiling swags with 
fairy lights within the Pavilion at Ladywood 
Estates.

6 Ceiling Swags 3m Wide Voile - £845
6 Ceiling Swags 1.5m Wide Voile - £495
10 Ceiling Swags 3m Wide Voile - £1345
10 Ceiling Swags 1.5m Wide Voile - £795

Vertical ceiling 
swags



Fairy light canopies are a great way to accentuate 
a naturally beautiful venue and can be in a linear 
or central formation. They can also be used in 
combination with ceiling fabrics, adding extra 
highlighting to the room. 

Pricing options for a fairy light canopy installed 
within the Pavilion at Ladywood Estates.

48 String Fairy Light Canopy - £995
20 String Fairy Light Canopy - £295

Fairy Light Canopy 



Ceiling Decor Accessories 

Hanging 
Lanterns

Paper lanterns give a charismatic 
effect to your event and as well as 

adding that sometimes much needed 
splash of colour to match your theme, 
they add a great dynamic to the décor 

too.
We have various colours and sizes 

available, and they can even be       
customised to your specifications.

Blossom 
Chandeliers

The blossom chandelier works beautifully 
as a centre point for fairy light and ceiling 

drape canopies, or even on it’s own as 
a spectacular focal point. You can add a 
subtle hint of sparkle to your chandelier 
with the possible use of fairy lights and 

accessories. 

We have a variety of blossom chandeliers 
available for you to choose from: 

1.5m Circular 
3.5m X 2m Oval
2m X 2m Square



Our fairy light curtains are created by using several layers of fabric and fairy lights to produce a 
high quality fairy light curtain tailor made to your venue and is not a cheaper pre-made variant. 
Fairy light curtains add a touch of delicacy and can really uplift wall draping with their subtle but 

magical sparkle. This option also has 5 x more LED lights than a white star cloth option too. 

Fairy Light Curtain



Dance Floors
&

Staging

Black & White Dance Floor
16x16 ft - £295

White LED Dance Floors
16x16ft - £525

Stage 

All or stages comes standard 
at 1ft high with carpet and  

valance (black or white) 
£20 per sq meter



Furniture

Furniture is a must have for most events, as your guests will need to have a place 
to relax and sit down comfortably. Whether you are looking for indoor, outdoor, 
illuminated furniture or even themed furniture we have everything you need to 

make sure your event is a great success. We can even tailor most of our furniture 
to your own choice of colour mixes and materials, giving your event that extra bit 

of uniqueness.

Not your standard event furniture!



Leatherette and mirror
Quick Fix

Rustic Style
Quick Fix

£995

X4 Mirror Cube Coffee Tables
X2 2 Seater Sofas

X2 Mirror Topped Coffee Tables 
X16 White Cube Seats

X3 White Top Poseur Tables

£695

X5 White Top Pallet Coffee 
Tables

X2 Pallet Benches
X18 Pallet Cube Seats

X3 Brandy Barrel Poseur Tables



Illuminated 
Letters

Making for a great show piece, our illuminated lettering creates a 
great photo opportunity in your venue for your wedding. They can 
be placed behind the head table or along the side of a dance floor, 

as a beautiful back drop to the day’s events. 
We have 6ft giant illuminated LOVE letters available to hire, along 

with other lettering options such as initials or themed wording. 
Please enquire for any bespoke lettering you may have in mind.



Accessories
Choose some of our accessories to really set off 
your wedding decor and theme. We have a huge 

variety of accessories for you to choose from, such 
as our beautiful blossom accessories which include 

blossom trees and a blossom arch - perfect for 
use as an entry piece. We even have those simple 
accessory additions like tassels and trimmings to 

add that extra little touch of bespoke design to your 
special day. Other accessories include bird cages, 

floral vines, lanterns, tea light holders, apple crates, 
bunting, candles and so much more! 



Bespoke Themed 
Decor

With just the right amount of props you can put 
yourself into a complete fantasy. The right props 

tailored to your event theming will fill in the 
lines and bring it all together, creating a fantastic 
environment your guests will remember for years 
to come. We have access to an entire prop house, 

with an unimaginable range of props, from elephants 
to the Eiffel Tower, a telephone box and even a big 

grizzly bear!



We would like to thank our customers 
who were happy for us to publish their 
wedding décor that we have supplied for 
them. Credit and thanks also goes to the 

following photographers. 

Rebecca Dawe 
Photography

Nikki van der Molen 
Photography

Oehlers Photography

Ian Bursill 
Photography

Photography
By Vicki

Holly Gormanly
Photography

 JAKT 
Photography

La Boda
Photography

Claire Penn
Photography

 Ed Brown 
Photography

Because no two weddings are the same we will work with you to ensure that we have a full understanding 
of your exact requirements.  If you are uncertain what you would like or unsure what to achieve the look you 
want we would happily have a site meeting with you at Ladywood Estate to discuss all options. Alternatively, 
if your a tiny bit nosey you can come visit us at our aladdin’s cave of a warehouse to see our items first hand.

More Weddings are a part of the More Production group, who have been creating inspirational spaces for 
the events and entertainment industry for over 15 years. More Weddings has been set up to focus exclusively 
on weddings; with a dedicated team of wedding décor specialists and yet still have access to a huge stock 
of drapes, props and furniture as well as the experience and skills from the wider events and entertainment 

industry.

Feel free to browse our website for inspirational ideas and if you have any questions simply pick up the phone 
or send us an email.

www.moreweddings.co.uk
 01455 615746

info@moreweddings.co.uk
103 Coventry Road, Burbage,Leicestershire,LE10 2HN

About Us & how to enquire

What our customers say
“Thank you so much for making our wedding so perfect! You worked so smoothly and were 
so professional. The dance floor looked fabulous, the uplighters, the seating all the accessories 
... it all looked absolutely perfect!!!  - Heidi Carr

“Absolutely blown away with the awesome job More Weddings did Nothing was too much 
trouble for them, even when we asked them for more things only a couple of days before the 
wedding. We will be recommending More Weddings to family and friends and should we have 
any further parties and such we will be going straight to More.” - Luky Sandhu

“We were so pleased to find More Weddings who helped to create our perfect wedding day, 
they turned an already stunning venue into our dream. Our day was simply magical and 
More Weddings helped to created that. We shared our vision for the day from photos we 
had found from Pinterest and not only were they able to bring all those ideas together, they 
helped to embellish it further to suit our venue and deliver our vision. They were professional, 
friendly and a joy to work with. I wouldn’t hesitate in recommending them to deliver your 
dream wedding, in fact I would guarantee they would deliver it and more. Thank you for 
creating our magical day” - Nyree Brough
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